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@soychicka

Just a reminder: Harmeet Dhillon was vice chairwoman of
the California Republican Party, a board member since
2013. 
 
Russian agents hacked SMARTech, where all the CA
GOP emails were hosted, per then-chair Tom Del
Beccaro. 
 
Is that why she's RTing Epstein-friendly pedodenials?

Alfabet is RIS owned
@wokyleeks

Ok this is interesting Andy Ngo and James Damore's lawyer is 
retweeting Dershowitz on Epstein. 
 
I think this is significant.  For reasons that are longer than 280
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See Alfabet is RIS owned's other Tweets

Is that why she's representing James Damore and Kevin Cernekee? 

 

(Cernekee went to school with Ethan Hastert, btw - Denny Hastert's son. Nothing
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implied, except he probably heard rumours/figured out some of Hastert's secrets too,

especially with a sister on the local PD).

[ that police department ironically located on the exact spot where this story

happened, after the original house was removed to make way for a new building ] 

 

[ again, no digs at local LE implied ] 

New Dennis Hastert accuser sues former speaker, Yorkville School Dis…
Lawsuit describes attack on boy in bathroom in 1970s, intimidation from authorities

http://kendallcountynow.com/2017/05/27/new-dennis-hastert-accuser-sues-former-spe…
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• • •

Oh, right - the RNC hack: Tom Del Beccaro's own words are here. 

 

And referenced on page 42 of the Mueller report. Footnote 110, I believe. 

RNC E-Mail Was, In Fact, Hacked By Russians
DECEMBER 13--Despite vehement denials from Republican Party officials, there is
evidence that the GOP’s e-mail system was breached by the same Russian
hackers responsible for ransacking the Democra…

http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/investigation/rnc-e-mail-was-hacked-901763

and to add a bit more context. 

 

just for flavor. 

kompromatilicious
Why did Republicans fall in line with the Trump? Not just to push through an
agenda: Russian agents hacked the GOP's data center in 2015 - emails, voter files,
and all their dirty secrets about $ + …

https://twitter.com/i/moments/887752557761900544
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